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                      A Course in Miracles Mentoring © 

 
                       

DAY 13 – Releasing Guilt about Money 

Key Topics: 

 Only you can deprive yourself of anything 

 This is your major problem now 

 My revelation 

 Your Glass is Full 

 Don’t Leave the Dock 

 Trust Your Teacher of Peace to handle everything 

 Forgive everyone – See the light in everything 

 Choose to see the truth instead of illusions 

Only you can deprive yourself of anything 
Whenever you experience lack, scarcity, or delay, it is important to understand “who” is 
depriving you. In A Course in Miracles, it says, “Only you can deprive yourself of anything. Do 
not oppose this realization, for it is truly the beginning of the dawn of light… This is a crucial 
step in the reawakening. ” ACIM Ch.11.IV.4.1-2, 4 
 

It might be hard to imagine that you are depriving yourself, and it may feel frustrating to even 
hear those words. Perhaps you have spent months or years praying to God and asking for help 
with healing and finances, and yet a lasting answer has not been provided.  
 

This is your major problem now 
I was sitting at my desk one day, with a pile of bills in front of me and I was at my wits end. It 
felt all too much like “Déjà vu”, a place I had been too many times before. I remember saying to 
God, “So, is this as good as it gets? I go from one emergency to another, and then I pray to you 
and you pull me out of the fire at the last minute, only to find myself back in the flames all over 
again?” I remember saying this right before I tossed my A Course in Miracles book to the other 
side of my desk. I felt defeated. I spent hours in prayer each and every day, only to find myself 
right back in the same old pattern of scarcity, lack, and delay. 
 

I decided to take a day off from the Course and retreat to doing some routine things around the 
house for therapy, like washing dishes, doing laundry, anything that would take my mind off my 
frustration. Only a few hours later, I picked my book back up again and I flipped open to this 
quote:  
 

“This is your major problem now. You still make up your mind, and then decide to ask what you 
should do. And what you hear may not resolve the problem as you saw it first. This leads to 
fear, because it contradicts what you perceive and so you feel attacked. And therefore angry. 
There are rules by which this will not happen. But it does occur at first, while you are learning 
how to hear.” ACIM Ch.30.I.3 
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My revelation 
The above quote might not seem easy to understand, but as I read it, I was given some pictures 
in my mind to help explain it. This is what I was shown: Imagine that when you were born, that 
God gave you a full and overflowing glass of water, and your glass of water included everything 
you could want, need, or desire.  

Then, somewhere along the way, you accepted a false idea that your glass was or could be less 
than full or empty. Then, you turned to God and said, “Will you please fill up my glass?” and 
God’s answer was, “Your glass is full.” You might go back again and again to ask for help in 
filling your glass, and the answer is always the same. “Your glass is full.” After asking many 
times, and not getting the answer you want, you will get angry because you perceive the 
answer you received does not solve your problem. You might even come up with reasons as to 
why God is not filling your glass. Maybe He is ignoring you, testing you, dismissing you, delaying 
you, or perhaps He doesn’t care at all.  If you read the above quote again, it should make more 
sense now.  

I realized in that moment, with great relief, that it wasn’t that God was ignoring me, testing me, 
or that He wasn’t answering me. It was that I was asking a question that “couldn’t be 
answered.” I was asking God to fill my already full glass. My problem was that I had accepted  
a misperception in my mind that was making my glass appear to be less than full, which is an 
illusion. It wasn’t the glass that needed filling, it was my mind that needed healing. 

Our original misperception was that we could be separate from God, and this has never 
occurred. Yet, the moment we accepted this false idea into our mind, everything that we saw 
afterwards appeared as separate, lacking, and less than whole. This is because our thoughts 
project what we see, and the world we see is a projection of our beliefs. 

“Aha – I got it!” I said out loud. I felt so relieved that it made me weep with joy. It was so nice  
to know that I wasn’t being tested or ignored by God. I was asking a question that couldn’t be 
answered. I could finally see what was clogging the pipe in my experience of abundance, or at 
least I thought I could. There was still more for me to learn.  
 
This is when I was guided to change the wording in my prayers from: 

   “God, will you please help me to pay these expenses?” (empty glass) 
to… 

“God, will you please heal the part of my mind that ever accepted  
that I could be without something I need?”  (full glass) 

This is also the reason that I wrote an entire prayer book called, “Miracles in Prayer” dedicated 
to the healing of our thoughts, instead of turning to traditional prayers of supplication. 

Don’t Leave the Dock 
At the same time of this amazing revelation, I was shown a picture (in my mind) of myself 
sitting in a comfortable chaise lounge on a dock, next to some turbulent water. As part of the 
scene, I was shown that every time I have a problem, I leap up off my safe and peaceful chaise  
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lounge on the dock and dive head-first into the water, in an attempt to solve my problem.  
Once I’m in the water for a while, thrashing around, and I finally run out of ideas to solve my 
problem, then I pray for help. And then God reaches in and pulls me back to the dock. I am 
relieved, but I’m also tired, frustrated, and angry. I was given this simple advice: “Don’t leave 
the dock!” Another revelation. 
 
Overall, I was reminded that: 
 
#1) I was asking questions that couldn’t be answered (i.e., seeing my glass as empty), and  
#2) I was trying to solve my problems myself, so God could never really help me to move 
forward. All He could do was rescue me from the water that I dove into, again and again.  

The advice I carried with me was, “Don’t leave the dock! When a problem comes up, stay on 
the dock and turn the problem over to God.” My head was spinning. It felt like the weight of  
the world had come off of my shoulders! I thought it would all be so simple from then on.  
What I didn’t realize yet, was that:  
 
#1) Leaping into the water (when I had a problem) was still a very bad habit for me, and  
#2) I didn’t feel worthy of God’s love, abundance, help, and support 

Here is my advice to you, so you can reclaim the Divine Inheritance that is rightfully yours, as 
the Holy Child of God that you are, plus, you will cut off the 10 extra years that it took me to  
get this straight in my mind: 

Your Glass is Full 
You are the Holy Child of God, Himself, and you are one with God. Your glass is full and 
overflowing. God created you to be happy and to have everything. There is nothing you have 
ever done that has altered the truth of who you are and all that you are entitled to. The sooner 
you fully accept this into your mind, you can reclaim your Divine Inheritance and your life will 
be healed. All power is of God. The power of God is within you. What is not of God has no 
power to do anything. Within every problem, there is an “identity problem” at its root. Spend 
your time reclaiming all that you are and your problems will be undone, healed, and corrected.  

Don’t leave the dock 
When a problem comes up, no matter how big, complex, recurring, or overwhelming it seems 
to be, don’t leave the dock! Continue on with your peaceful, happy life on the dock and turn 
every problem over to Holy Spirit, your Teacher of Peace, to resolve for you.  

Trust your Teacher of Peace to handle everything 
The Holy Spirit will quietly and calmly handle every problem for you, and all retaliation of your  
ego. Ask what you should do, where you should go, what you should say, and to whom? If there 
are steps to be taken, you will be told what they are. Listen for guidance and follow what feels 
peaceful at all times. 
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Forgive everyone - see the light in everything 
You must be willing to recognize the light and truth in everyone around you, because they are 
one with you. You cannot simply know it for yourself. If you see anyone else as less than whole, 
then you must include yourself in your assessment. This will hold the appearance of your empty 
glass in place, including your empty wallet, empty bank account, and empty relationship, etc. 
Be committed to seeing and knowing the truth for yourself and everyone, and then Holy Spirit 
can reveal your Divine Inheritance and all of God’s Heavenly gifts to you. 

Forgive, forgive, and forgive some more! Be willing to hold no grievances. You are an eternal, 
infinite Spirit. There is nothing of this earth, nor any circumstances that can reduce you, 
minimize you, take from you, attack you, or snuff out your light. Once this is remembered,  
the blessing of this realization will be apparent everywhere in your life. It is much easier to 
forgive everyone, including yourself, once you realize that you cannot be altered by anyone,  
ever! It must be seen within you first, before it will be experienced outside of you. All healing  
is an inside job! 
 
Important Reminder: 
“Beware of the temptation to perceive yourself unfairly treated. In this view, you seek to find 
an innocence that is not Theirs but yours alone, and at the cost of someone else's guilt. Can 
innocence be purchased by the giving of your guilt to someone else? And is it innocence that 
your attack on him attempts to get? Is it not retribution for your own attack upon the Son of 
God you seek? Is it not safer to believe that you are innocent of this, and victimized despite 
your innocence? Whatever way the game of guilt is played, there must be loss. Someone must 
lose his innocence that someone else can take it from him, making it his own.” 
ACIM Ch.26.X.4. 
 
Choose to see the truth instead of illusions 
The Holy Spirit will handle the healing of your mind and ensures your success. The above steps 
help to accelerate your healing process because, by following these steps, you are actively 
participating in the process, instead of resisting it.  
 
It is now time to question your illusions, instead of questioning God. When you see anything 
that disturbs your peace, like your wallet is empty, or there is not enough money for what you 
need, etc., take a moment to say this to yourself: “I am looking at the effect of my belief in lack 
and separation. I want the truth instead of this.” This is an open invitation to the Holy Spirit to 
heal your mind. Your Teacher of Peace, being pure love, will not intervene on your behalf, until 
you clearly want the truth, and only the truth, in the place of the illusions you made up.  
 
“You may insist that the Holy Spirit does not answer you, but it might be wiser to consider the 
kind of questioner you are. You do not ask only for what you want. This is because you are 
afraid you might receive it, and you would. That is why you persist in asking the teacher (i.e., 
your Teacher of Pain) who could not possibly give you what you want. Of him you can never 
learn what it is, and this gives you the illusion of safety. Yet you cannot be safe from truth,  
but only in truth. Reality is the only safety. Your will is your salvation because it is the same  
as God's. The separation is nothing more than the belief that it is different.” ACIM Ch.9.I.7 


